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 exe –v bdl:v_1.8.0.x86_64 This is probably going to be really simple. I have a Canon LBP-2700, but it's having a heck of a time
getting the best results out of it. I've tried using the driver that is included, which is the 185.18.35 (and others), as well as the one
that is offered by canon (which is the 382.05.01). I'm only seeing a couple of color problems, but when the camera is bright, it's

really washed out. Is there a version of this driver that will do a better job? I've looked through a ton of forums and nothing's
helping. I use Enscape, as far as that goes. I have a 32-bit version of Ubuntu, btw. i've got a xbox one controller that's running

ubuntu, can i control the game from ubuntu? running it on a VM with wine? no, you would need to run it natively ah iarp, steam
works great on ubuntu hewhomust: any idea about the xbox one controller? i'm used to controller mapping in games xbox one

should be supported i think iarp, google it my system keeps shutting down every 5 minutes just plug it in then when you open up
steam browse for a bluetooth adapter it should be detected JDStone, was there any update? i have never used it with a xbox one
JDStone, try to update to the last 4.2.7 bunjee, if it's rebooting with no reason then i have no idea JDStone, we are not talking
about the LiveCD it's just shutting down and I have to go in and shut it off myself bunjee, that is not normal why so? bunjee,

what is the output of sudo systemd-analyze critical-chain 82157476af
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